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Abstract Online scheduling is a rapidly developed branch in scheduling theory. In

this paper, we present an extensive survey for online over time scheduling on

parallel-batch machines. Some open problems are proposed for further research.
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1 Introduction

In parallel-batch scheduling, we have n jobs J1; � � � ; Jn and m parallel-batch

machines M1; � � � ;Mm. Each job Jj has a release date rj > 0, a processing time

pj [ 0, a weight wj [ 0, and a delivery time qj > 0. Each parallel-batch machine Mi

can process up to b jobs simultaneously as a batch. Here, a batch is a subset of jobs

and b is the capacity of the batches. If b ¼ 1, the model is called unbounded

batching. Alternatively, if b\1, the model is called bounded batching. The

processing time of a batch is defined as the maximum processing time of the jobs in

the batch. A batch can be started to processing at a time t if all the jobs in the batch

are released by time t. Furthermore, in a schedule p, the jobs in a batch have the

same starting time and the same completion time, respectively. Then a schedule for
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the parallel-batch scheduling can be determined by partitioning the jobs into batches

and assigning the batches to the available time spaces of the m parallel-batch

machines without overlap.

Parallel-batch scheduling was motivated by semiconductor manufacturing. Uzsoy

et al. [45, 46], Avramidis et al. [2], and Mathirajan and Sivakumar [31] described the

application in the semiconductor manufacturing process in detail. The fundamental

model of bounded parallel-batch scheduling was first introduced by Lee et al. [21].

For problem 1jp�batch; b\1jCmax, it was reported by Lee and Uzsoy [22] that the

optimal schedule is given by the full batch longest processing time (FBLPT) rule

proposed first by Bartholdi. An extensive discussion of the unbounded parallel-

batch scheduling problem was provided by Brucker et al. [4]. Recent developments

on this topic can be found in [5] and [6]. With dynamic job arrivals and the capacity

b being infinite, Lee and Uzsoy [22] presented a dynamic programming algorithm to

solve problem 1jp�batch; b ¼ 1; rjjCmax in Oðn2Þ time. For the same problem,

Poon and Zhang [34] presented an improved Oðn log nÞ-time algorithm. For the

bounded parallel-batch scheduling problem 1jp�batch; b\1; rjjCmax, Liu and Yu

[26] showed that the problem with only two arrival times is NP-hard, and gave a

pseudo-polynomial-time algorithm in case of fixed number of arrival times. Brucker

et al. [4] proved that the general problem is NP-hard in the strong sense.

Online scheduling is a relatively new topic in scheduling research and has been

extensively studied in the last decade. While there are different meanings of online

scheduling, the term ‘‘online’’ in this paper means that jobs arrive over time.

In the online over time environment, jobs arrive over time and we do not have

any information about the jobs in advance. The information of each job Jj can be

known only at the arrival time rj of the job. Hence, we must schedule the available

jobs without information of the future jobs. Usually, the information of a job Jj

includes its release time rj, its processing time pj, its delivery time qj, its weight wj,

its job family, etc. In the makespan minimization, the necessary information of a job

is its release time rj, its processing time pj, and its job family (when the jobs are

partitioned into incompatible job families).

The quality of an online algorithm is measured by its competitive ratio. Suppose

that we are considering an online scheduling problem P to minimize a certain

objective function. Let ConðLÞ and CoptðLÞ denote, respectively, the objective value

of an online algorithm H and the off-line optimal value for an input L. We say that

algorithm H is R-competitive for some R > 1 if ConðLÞ=CoptðLÞ 6 R for all inputs L.

The competitive ratio RH of algorithm H is defined as

RH ¼ sup
L

fConðLÞ=CoptðLÞg:

In this case, we also say that algorithm H is RH-competitive, and RH is an upper

bound of the competitive ratio of problem P.

Given an online scheduling problem P, we say that it has a lower bound q, if

every online algorithm for P has a competitive ratio at least q. Furthermore, if A is

an online algorithm for P such that the competitive ratio of A is exactly the lower

bound q for P, we say that A is the best possible online algorithm for P.
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Some examples of the studies on online scheduling problems (with jobs arriving

over time) can be found in [1, 9, 18, 19], and [51], among many others.

In general, the competitive ratio of an online algorithm may be improved if some

information of the jobs is known in advance. This scenario is described as ‘‘semi-

online’’ in the literature. There have been plenty researches concerning semi-online

scheduling with jobs arriving over list. For example, Cheng et al. [8] studied the

semi-online scheduling on parallel machines with given total processing time.

Seiden et al. [37] studied the semi-online scheduling on parallel machines with

decreasing job sizes. Tan and He [38] studied semi-online scheduling on two

parallel machines with combined partial information. In contrast, there are only a

few researches concerning semi-online scheduling with jobs arriving over time. The

representative publication was given by Hall et al. [17]. They studied the semi-

online scheduling on a single machine to minimize the sum of weighted completion

time with known arrival times of the jobs.

In this survey, we report the developments on online scheduling of parallel-batch

machines. An informal version of this paper [47] was presented in the web site

http://www.paper.edu.cn.

Let f be the objective function to be minimized. Using the standard scheduling

classification scheme of Lawler et al. [20], the scheduling models considered in this

survey can be summarized as

Pjonline; p-batch; b; bjf ;

where b \ n or b ¼ 1, b 2 frestart; L-restart; f families; Agreeableðpj; qjÞ; qj >

pj; qj 6 pj; J
�ðtÞ; p�ðtÞ; r�ðtÞg and f 2 fCmax; Dmax; Fmax;

P
Cj;
P

wjCjg.
The notations appearing in the above models are described as follows:

• Cj is the completion time of job Jj.

• Cmax ¼ maxfCj : 1 6 j 6 ng is the maximum completion time of all jobs.

• Dmax ¼ maxfCj þ qj : 1 6 j 6 ng is the maximum delivery time by which all

jobs have been delivered.

• Fmax ¼ maxfCj � rj : 1 6 j 6 ng is the maximum flow time of all jobs.

•
P

16j6nðwjÞCj is the total (weighted) completion time of jobs.

• ‘‘Restart’’ means that a running task may be interrupted, losing all the work done

on it. In this case, an interrupted job becomes unscheduled. Allowing restart

reduces the impact of a wrong decision.

• ‘‘L-restart’’ means that batches are only allowed limited restarts. If a batch has

been restarted one time, then all jobs in it are considered as interrupted jobs. Any

new batch that contains interrupted jobs cannot be restarted any more. That is,

any job is allowed to restart only once.

• ‘‘f families’’ means that the jobs are partitioned into f incompatible families so

that the jobs in different families cannot be processed in a common batch.

• ‘‘Agreeableðpj; qjÞ’’ means that for jobs Ji and Jj, if pi > pj, then qi > qj.

• ‘‘qj 6 pj’’ means that, for each job Jj, the processing time pj is no less than the

delivery time qj.
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• ‘‘qj > pj’’ means that, for each job Jj, the processing time is no longer than the

delivery time qj.

• ‘‘J�ðtÞ’’ means that at time t the information of the first longest job arriving after

time t is given.

• ‘‘p�ðtÞ’’ means that at time t the processing time of the first longest job arriving

after time t is given.

• ‘‘r�ðtÞ’’ means that at time t the arrival time of the first longest job arriving after

time t is given.

2 To Minimize Makespan Cmax

Many researchers focused on studying online scheduling on parallel-batch machines to

minimize makespan, and they provided so many distinct online algorithms, even for

the same problem. In fact, online algorithms could be divided into two classes. One is

called delay algorithm, which means that the algorithm always waits until the time

moment satisfying some conditions, even the jobs are available and some machines are

idle. The other one is called greedy algorithm which always immediately assigns

available jobs as long as there exist idle machines, with no waiting time.

Zhang et al. [51] and Deng et al. [9] presented basic ideas for the research of online

scheduling on parallel-batch machines, which have been widely accepted in the onward

research. They investigated online scheduling on a single batch machine to minimize

makespan. For unbounded version, they independently provided the same best possible

online delay algorithm with a competitive ratio of
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
. Later, Poon and Yu [35] further

provided a best flexible parameterized online algorithm, which contains the above

algorithm. For the bounded case, Lee and Uzsoy [22] presented a greedy algorithm,

which was proved to be 2-competitive by Liu and Yu [26]. Zhang et al. [51] proposed

two algorithms based on FBLPT rule with competitive ratio 2, while they proved that

no online algorithm has a competitive ratio less than
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
. Poon and Yu [36] presented

a class of FBLPT (full batch longest processing time)-based algorithms including the

above three algorithms with competitive ratio 2. For the special case b ¼ 2, they

provided an online algorithm with a competitive ratio of 7/4.

Fu et al. [14] investigated the unbounded model with restarts. They proved that

no online algorithm has a competitive ratio less than 5�
ffiffi
5
p

2
, and they presented a 3

2
-

competitive algorithm. Later, Yuan et al. [49] designed a best possible online

algorithm with a competitive ratio 5�
ffiffi
5
p

2
. Fu et al. [15] studied the same problem

with limited restarts, in which a job cannot be restarted twice. They proved that the

best online algorithm is 3
2
-competitive. With restarts, these results improve the

known
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
-competitive. For the bounded model with restarts or limited restarts,

Liu and Yuan [29] studied the special case that all jobs have equal processing time.

They proposed two best possible algorithms with four different competitive ratios

depending on the capacity b of a batch.

There are several results about the online scheduling problem on a single batch

machine with job families but only the unbounded model was investigated. When
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the number of families is 2, Fu et al. [16] proposed a best possible online algorithm

with competitive ratio
ffiffiffiffi
17
p
þ3

4
. For the general version with f families, Nong et al.

[32] firstly provided an online algorithm with competitive ratio 2 and proved that

the algorithm is best possible when f tends to infinity. Lastly, when the number f of

job families is given in advance, Fu et al. [13] provided a best possible online

algorithm with a competitive ratio of 1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4f 2þ1
p

�1

2f
, which extends the special case

f ¼ 1 including the results for unbounded case in Zhang et al. [51], Deng et al. [9],

and Poon and Yu [35].

For semi-online scheduling on a single unbounded batch machine to minimize

makespan, given the information ‘‘J�ðtÞ’’ (the first longest job) or ‘‘p�ðtÞ’’ (the

processing time of the first longest job) arriving after time t, Yuan et al. [50]

proposed best possible online algorithms with competitive ratio 5�
ffiffi
5
p

2
. The result

implies that the information ‘‘p�ðtÞ’’ dominates ‘‘r�ðtÞ’’ since the information

‘‘J�ðtÞ’’ consists of ‘‘p�ðtÞ’’ and ‘‘r�ðtÞ’’ which is the arrival time of the first longest

job arriving after time t. Given the information ‘‘r�ðtÞ’’, Yuan et al. [50] provided a
3
2
-competitive algorithm and showed a lower bound 1.442.

Online scheduling on m parallel-batch machines was extensively studied as well.

For the unbounded version, Zhang et al. [51] provided a lower bound
ffiffiffi
2mþ1
p

of

competitive ratio and presented an online algorithm PHðhmÞ with a competitive

ratio of 1þ hm, where 0\hm\1 and hm ¼ ð1� hmÞm�1
. In the case that jobs have

identical processing time, they proposed two best possible online algorithms with

competitive ratios of 1þ bm, where ð1þ bÞmþ1 ¼ bþ 2, for b ¼ 1 and
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
for

b\1. When m ¼ 2, Nong et al. [33] presented an online algorithm with

competitive ratio
ffiffiffi
2
p

. Later, Tian et al. [41] proved that the lower bound of this

problem is
ffiffiffi
2
p

and they designed a distinct best possible algorithm. For the general

version with m being arbitrary, Tian et al. [40] and Liu et al. [27] independently

presented two distinct best possible algorithms with a competitive ratio of 1þ cm,

where cm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2þ4
p

�m
2

: Tian et al. [40] also provided a best possible 3
2
-competitive

dense algorithm that always immediately processes the available jobs as a batch on

one idle machine when there are at least two idle machines. Their result generalized

the work of Nong et al. [33] and Tian et al. [41] for m ¼ 2. Tian et al. [42] also

considered the same problem with incompatible families, where the number of

families is equal to the number of machines m. They first gave a lower bound
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2

on the competitive ratio of any online algorithm, then they provided an online

algorithm HmðhÞ with a parameter 0\h\1 , and showed that its competitive ratio is

no less than 1þ
ffiffiffiffi
10
p

5
� 1:632. For the case f ¼ 2 and h ¼

ffiffi
5
p
�1

2
, the authors proved

that the algorithm HmðhÞ is best possible with competitive ratio
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
. When m > 3

and h ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p
� 1, the competitive ratio of algorithm HmðhÞ is no larger than

1þ
ffiffi
2
p

2
� 1:707.

A class of above results is listed in Table 1. In the table, if the lower bound is

equal to the upper bound of the same problem, we say the problem has a best
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possible online algorithm and it has been solved thoroughly. It leaves the status of

the problem open if there exists a gap between the lower bound and the upper

bound. Two additional notations will appear in the table. Let bm be the positive

solution of equation ð1þ bÞmþ1 ¼ bþ 2. Let af be the positive solution of equation

f � a2 þ a� f ¼ 0, i.e., af ¼ 1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4f 2þ1
p

�1

2f
. Let cm be the positive solution of

equation c2 þ mc� 1 ¼ 0, i.e., cm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2þ4
p

�m
2

: Let a � 0:29; b � 0:47; c � 0:38 ,

and u � 0:40 be the positive solution of ð1þ aÞð2a2 þ 4aþ 1Þ ¼ 3, bð1þ bÞ2 ¼ 1,

cðcþ 1Þð2cþ 3Þ ¼ 2, and uðuþ 1Þð2uþ 1Þ ¼ 1, respectively.

We present the following open problems for further research:

(1) Pmjonline; p-batch; f families; b ¼ 1jCmax.

(2) Pmjonline; p-batch; restart; b ¼ 1jCmax.

(3) Pmjonline; p-batch; L-restart; b ¼ 1jCmax.

(4) Pmjonline; p-batch; J�ðtÞ; b ¼ 1jCmax.

(5) Pmjonline; p-batch; p�ðtÞ; b ¼ 1jCmax.

(6) Pmjonline; p-batch; r�ðtÞ; b ¼ 1jCmax.

Furthermore, for problem 1jonline; p-batch; b\1jCmax, the known lower bound

is 1.618 and the known upper bound is 2. Poon and Yu [36] presented an online

Table 1 For minimizing Cmax

Problem Lower bound Upper bound References

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1jCmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
[9, 35, 51]

1jonline, p-batch, b\1ðor b ¼ 2ÞjCmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
2 (or 1.75) [36, 51]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; restartjCmax 5�
ffiffi
5
p

2
5�
ffiffi
5
p

2
[14, 49]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; L-restartjCmax 1:5 1:5 [15]

1jonline; p-batch; pj ¼ p; b ¼ 2; L-restartjCmax 1þ a 1þ a [29]

1jonline; p-batch; pj ¼ p; b > 3; L-restartjCmax 1þ b 1þ b [29]

1jonline; p-batch; pj ¼ p; b ¼ 2; restartjCmax 1þ a 1þ a [29]

1jonline; p-batch; pj ¼ p; b ¼ 3; restartjCmax 1þ c 1þ c [29]

1jonline; p-batch; pj ¼ p; b > 4; restartjCmax 1þ u 1þ u [29]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; 2 familiesjCmax

ffiffiffiffi
17
p
þ3

4

ffiffiffiffi
17
p
þ3

4
[16]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; f families jCmax 1þ af 1þ af [13]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; J�ðtÞðor p�ðtÞÞjCmax 5�
ffiffi
5
p

2
5�
ffiffi
5
p

2
[50]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; r�ðtÞjCmax 1:442 1:5 [50]

P2jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1jCmax
ffiffiffi
2
p ffiffiffi

2
p

[33, 41]

P2jonline; p-batch; L-restart; b ¼ 1jCmax 1:298
ffiffi
3
p
þ1

2
[12]

Pmjonline; p-batch; pj ¼ p; b ¼ 1jCmax 1þ bm 1þ bm [52]

Pmjonline; p-batch; pj ¼ p; b\1jCmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
[52]

Pmjonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1jCmax 1þ cm 1þ cm [27, 40]

Pmjonline; p-batch; m families; b ¼ 1jCmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
1þ

ffiffi
2
p

2
[42]
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algorithm of competitive ratio 7=4 when b ¼ 2. For general b, it remains a long

standing and challenging open problem.

3 To Minimize the Maximum Delivery Time Dmax

Many researchers studied online scheduling problems with delivery times. The

objective is to minimize the time by which all jobs have been delivered, denoted by

Dmax. Hoogeveen and Vestjens [19] first studied online problem on a single machine

with delivery time, and they presented a best possible online algorithm with

competitive ratio
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
: Recently, Tian et al. first investigated an online model with

delivery time on a parallel-batch machine. Tian et al. [39] proposed three online

algorithms to solve the problem on a single batch machine to minimize the

maximum delivery time. The lower bound
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
presented by Zhang et al. [51] is

also appropriate for this model. Tian et al. [39] provided a 2-competitive algorithm

for b ¼ 1 and a 3-competitive algorithm for b\1. When the jobs have equal

processing time, they present best possible algorithms for arbitrary batch capacity b.

Under unbounded setting, if the processing time pj and the delivery time qj of every

job Jj satisfy some restricted properties, Yuan et al. [48], Tian et al. [43], and Fang

et al. [10] proposed best possible online algorithms with competitive ratio
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
.

Later, for general case, Tian et al. [44] improved the competitive ratio 2 to 2
ffiffiffi
2
p
� 1.

It still leaves a gap between the lower bound and the upper bound. Fang et al. [10]

studied the problem on m parallel-batch machines. They used the lower bound

1þ am where a2
m þ mam ¼ 1, which was presented by Liu et al. [27] and Tian et al.

[40]. Fang et al. [11] designed an online algorithm with competitive ratio 1:5þ oð1Þ
(no greater than 2), and then Liu et al. [28] presented a new algorithm improving the

Table 2 For minimizing Dmax

Problem Lower bound Upper bound References

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; qjjDmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
2 [39]

1jonline; p-batch; b\n; qjjDmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
3 [39]

1jonline; p-batch; b; pj ¼ p; qjjDmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
[39]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; qjjDmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
2
ffiffiffi
2
p
� 1 [44]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; Agreeableðpj; qjÞjDmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
[48]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; pj > qjjDmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
[48]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; pj 6 qjjDmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
[43]

1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; pj 2 ½p;
ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
p�jDmax

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2

ffiffi
5
p
þ1

2
[10]

Pmjonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; pjjDmax 1þ am 1:5þ oð1Þ [11]

Pmjonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; pjjDmax 1þ am 1þ 2
b
ffiffiffi
m
p
c [28]

Pmjonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; Agreeableðpj; qjÞjDmax 1þ am 1þ am [28]
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upper bound to 1þ 2
b
ffiffiffi
m
p
c. The latter authors also proposed a best possible online

algorithm for a restricted version.

The main results of online scheduling on parallel-batch machines with delivery

time are summarized in Table 2.

In this part, we present two open problems for future research.

(1) 1jonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; qjjDmax.

(2) Pmjonline; p-batch; b ¼ 1; qjjDmax.

4 Other Results

Li and Yuan [24] studied the online scheduling on m unbounded parallel-batch

machines to minimize maximum flow time. They claimed that no online algorithm

has a competitive ratio less than 1þ km, where k2
m þ ðmþ 1Þkm ¼ 1: An online

algorithm with a competitive ratio of 1þ 1
m

was proposed. When all jobs have equal

processing time, they designed a best possible algorithm with a competitive ratio of

1þ km.

Li et al. [23] investigated incompatible families on multiple batch machines

where each batch has a capacity b with b ¼ 1 under unbounded setting and

b\1 under bounded setting. The objective function is to maximize the weighted

number of early jobs. They assumed that the processing time of each job J is

equal-length integer, and the release time and the deadline are integer too. When

the processing time is of unit length, they first established a lower bound 2� 1
b

and then provided a greedy online algorithm with a competitive ratio of 2. Then,

the algorithm is best possible when b ¼ 1. If the processing time is an arbitrary

integer, they presented a ð3þ 2
ffiffiffi
2
p
Þ-competitive algorithm for both b ¼ 1 and

b\1, which is the first algorithm with constant competitive ratio for this

problem.

To minimize the total weighted completion times of jobs on a single batch

machine under online setting, for the unbounded case, Chen et al. [7] provided a

linear-time online algorithm with a competitive ratio of 10
3

and a randomized online

algorithm with a competitive ratio of 2.89. For the bounded model, they gave an

algorithm with a competitive ratio of 4þ � and a randomized online algorithm with

competitive ratio of 2:89þ � for any �[ 0.
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